KINGDOMS OF THE DUMP
DESIGN DOCUMENT--------------------------------------------------------------------

CHARACTERS

- DUSTIN BINSLEY, Trashcan Knight
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- RATAVIAN, Theif
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- CERULEAN, Laundromancer
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- WALKER JACKET, Ranger
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- MUSK, Stinkbug
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- JANE STALLWORTH, Porcelain Dwarf
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CURRENCY

GEMSTONES
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1, 5, and 10.
this is the stuff you use to purchase items and whatnot. They are earned from battles and available as pickups on the field.

PRECIOUS METALS
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COPPER, STEEL, PLATINUM
These are NOT typical currency. Dustin uses different combinations of precious metals to cast his spells in battle.  

1 STEEL = 10 COPPER
1 PLATINUM = 10 STEEL

You can transfer metals at the metal exchange shops. 

walker also uses these metals for his gun ability in and out of battle.
(The party shares Metal reserves.)

Metals can also be used by blacksmith to upgrade weapons and build new armors.


CONTROLS
We'd like the controls to emulate the Super Nintendo, work with gamepad support, and possibly let the player map their own keys.
MOVING-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
8 Direcctional Movement
Walk by default, run by holding a key.
We want to get the walk and run speeds just right, so that might be something we need to adjust.

CHARACTER SWITCHING----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
One big planned feature, is that you can toggle between your PARTY LEADER. 
(Whoever you walk around as, on the field map)
Ideally this would be done with the left and right trigger buttons on a gamepad, and perhaps the left and right shift buttons on the keyboard.

The leader switching needs to be fluid, fast, and simple, because the player will need to make use of toggling between characters to navigate puzzles and obstacles correctly on the map.

The other memebers will be "inside" the leader, and we should have ways of having them all emerge/condense inside the leader for cutscenes and stuff.

PASSIVE ABILITIES-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Each of the six playable party leader characters have certain thigns they can do on the map when you are controlling them.These are called Passive abilites, they require no DP or other requirments, and you don't need to navigate a menu to select these abilities.


DUSTIN
Pressing the action key while Dustin allows you to JUMP.
Jump farther when running (2 spaces?) (1 space when walking?)
Being the only character able to jump, his animation and control needs to be fluid and fun.

RATAVIAN
Pressing the action key on certain objects (ROPES, VINES, etc) allows you to CLIMB.
Switching characters is disabled mid-climb.

CERULEAN
Cerulean has no passive ability.
This is made up for by his very useful ACTIVE abilities.

JACKET
Pressing the action key while Jacket, he will whip out his revolver and SHOOT a little bullet out. (Similar to the bow in A Link to the Past)
He can shoot in 8 directions. 
When bullet hits an enemy, they react and freeze for a few seconds.
You can't kill most enemies with shooting, it's a strategic tactic to navigate areas with lots of enemies you don't wanna fight.
Some really low level enemies will die from shooting.
Some switches and puzzle elements can be affected by the shooting.

Jacket is also able to FLOAT over damage tiles, like spikes and shallow lava tiles etc, since he has no feet. His character can do this by default by simply walking over spikes that would otherwise hurt other characters.

MUSK
Musks passive ability is to RESIST extreme conditions like Heat, Cold, and Poison.
The action key won't do anything when pressed, but if you play as him, you won't take damage or die in a Lava area, Deep Freezer, or Contaminated Zone.

JANE STALLWORTH
Jane's passive ability is to PUSH heavy objects like boulders and square stones, mainly for puzzle solving and obstacle romoval. She shouldn't need to even press the action key, just walk right up to a pushable object and it should move.

ACTIVE ABILITIES-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Each of the six playable party leader characters have 3 ACTIVE abilites they learn throughout the game. This requires going into the menu, selecting Ability, and choosing which one you want, usually costing something. Slower, mlore strategic than passive ability.

DUSTIN
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 RUST-       
Cost:  1 Copper
Select Rust from menu and Dustin can shatter certain metal objects. If he is standing on the right spot, that is. Otherwise nothing happens.  
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 MAGNET -
Cost: 1 Steel
Select Magnet from menu and Dustin can attract nearby Scrap Metals to him, pull metal levers and do some other puzzle based things. Be careful, he'll also attract metal based enemies.
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 ????
Haven't nailed down a third power yet. I have a ew ideas though.
Lid toss, Paperweight, Bomb Bag, Barrel Roll. One of these, maybe not.


RATAVIAN
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 VISION-
Cost: 5 DP
For 5 seconds, the screen will get a weird color filter on it, and secret doors, items and uinvisible things will become luminescent.
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 GRAPPLE-
Cost: -
If standing in right spot, Ratavian can shoot his grapple and clip onto a hook or something and pull himself up to higher elevation.
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 VANISH-
Cost: 25 DP
For a few seconds of invisibility, no enemies can touch or see Ratavian on the field.


CERULEAN
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 BUBBLE BRIDGE-
Cost: 1 DP
If standing in the right places, Cerulean can summon up some suds, and out from liquid surfaces will rise one or more bubble platforms that you can walk on or dustin can jump on to.
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 RAIN-
Cost: 10 DP
Will cause the weather to change, on some maps only briefly, some maps for the entire time you are on it, and some maps (interiors) won't work at all. It will have various puzzle effects, like filling a ditch with water,  fillign bottles, rusting metal etc.
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 BUBBLE SHIELD-
Cost: 25 DP
Creates a barrier around Cerulean, bouncing enemies away if they touch. The bubble stays until you switch characters. The bubble pops on contact with enemies though, and enemies will still go after you while in the shield.


WALKER
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 COPPER SHOT
Cost: 1 COPPER PER SHOT
This is by default selected in the menu. Having this ACTIVE checked, Walker uses 1 COPPER every time he fires his gun. Gun will not shoot when copper is depleted.
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 STEEL SHOT
Cost: 1 STEEL PER SHOT
Select Steel Shot from the menu, and instead when Walker fires Steel will be depleted 1 at a time rather than copper. Since Steel is a more precious metal, instead of just stunning an enemy they also get knocked back a few tiles,
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 PLATINUM SHOT
Cost: 1 PLAT PER SHOT
Select Platinum Shot from the menu, and Walker will be able to insta kill weak-mid level enemies, and stun and knock back high level enemies too.


MUSK
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 FUMESHAPE
Cost: -
Select Fumeshape from the menu, then select the form you wish to imitate.
Musk's graphic will change to that form. Enemies of the same type won't battle you in their form. The fumecloud disappates when changing party leaders, or other enemies contact you.
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 SHRINK
Cost: -
Select SHRINK from the menu, and Musk will turn into a tiny bug. SHRINK then turns to GROW in the menu, and you have to select that to get big again. When small, you can crawl inside inacessible areas, liek cracks, inside bottles and other tiny spots. Be careful about getting into fights small, Musk will start the battle that way with his stats SUPER lowered.
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 STINKCLOUD
Cost: 25 DP
The entire room you are in tints green, and non-contaminated enemies will hold their noses and walk away from you slowly. Effect last for about 10 seconds. Certain enemies will be unaffected.

JANE STALLWORTH
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 TINKER
Cost: -
Stallworth can mess with machinery, turn on faucets, spickets, and other mechanical type things.
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 PIPEBOMB
Cost: 5 DP
Stallworth can select Pipebomb from the menu, and for 5 DP she'll lay down a little dynamite device. Better run, because this will hurt you (not kill) if you are in blast range (pretty small)
Like Link to the Past's classic bomb feature, can be used to blow open cracked walls, etc.
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 GROUNDPOUND
Cost: 5 DP
Stallworth will do a short hop (straight up and down, no platforming with this), and with her enormous weight, she can push down on heavy buttons, floors and other things which require lots of weight. Ground pounding on weak floors will cause them to break or crack, which can further exploration as well.
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